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Monodraught Products Support Cambridge University Low Energy Strategy

Natural Cooling and Natural Ventilation
Added on 12/02/2016

• COOL-PHASE®, WINDCATCHER® X-AIR & VENTSAIR®:  
Greenwich House, University of Cambridge

• Sector: Education
• Contractor: Munro Building Services
• Consultants: David Bedwell and Partners
• Location: Greenwich House, Cambridge, UK
• Products installed (Dec 15/Jan 16):

 » 28 N° COOL-PHASE systems
 » 6 N° WINDCATCHER X-Air 170 systems
 » 4 N° 505 x 1440 VENTSAIR systems
 » 2 N° iNVent 2 control panels

The University of Cambridge is committed to reducing its 
environmental impact, with a dedicated Environment and Energy 
Section within Estate Management leading on carbon reduction 
and a range of strategic and operational initiatives. 

In January 2014, Monodraught were asked to develop a low energy 
cooling and ventilation strategy for Greenwich House at Cambridge 
University, as part of a planned building refurbishment into a 
modern and efficient collaborative office environment.

Monodraught worked closely with David Bedwell and Partners to 
engineer a scheme which met not only the performance criteria 
stipulated by the University’s strong sustainability ethos and 
standards, but also the thermal comfort levels expected by the 
building occupants.

Human perception of “comfortable” room temperature is 
subjective.  It is based on a number of factors such as; air 
temperature, radiant temperature, humidity, individual metabolism 
and clothing.  Not everyone will experience “thermal comfort” at 
20°C - 22°C and therefore occupants prefer to control their own 
comfort.

COOL-PHASE is a low energy cooling and ventilation system that 
creates a comfortable, fresh and healthy indoor environment and 
also reduces the running costs of buildings. It works upon the 
principles of adaptive thermal comfort, controlling temperatures 
within a “thermally comfortable” bandwidth and gives end users 
more flexibility in controlling their environment.

Monodraught installed the COOL-PHASE systems and 
WINDCATCHER X-Air in a number of open plan office areas, several 
conference and meeting rooms, training rooms and a café area.

With the system’s ability to record minute by minute data from an 
integral data logger, plus BACnet connectivity, Monodraught will 
return to site later in the year to extract this data and provide an 
audit of performance as part of its post-occupancy analysis service.  
The reporting system also allows the Estate Management team to 
track performance on an ongoing basis.

COOL-PHASE uses a thermal energy store utilising a Phase Change 
Material (PCM) in combination with an intelligently controlled 
air handling unit to actively ventilate and cool the building. The 
COOL-PHASE system can radically reduce energy consumption 
by up to 90%, compared to a conventional cooling system. Unlike 
conventional cooling approaches, COOL-PHASE uses no refrigerants 
making it an environmentally sound solution to cooling buildings.

Initial feedback on the installation has been positive and we look 
forward to working together with our partners on the project to 
provide performance data and investigate future opportunities to 
help reduce energy usage and CO2 emissions.
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